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The Market Will Stop Panicking Once the Fed Stops Panicking

1)  Fixated on Volcker: Recession and accident risks have surged post-Jackson Hole

• Larry Summers: Warns inflation will decline more slowly than consensus expects, reflecting an 

overheated economy, and such situations have always resulted in recession

2)  When will Fed stop hiking?

• Option A: Confident wage growth is declining, likely Q1

• Option B: Something breaks – Financial accidents a feature, not a bug, of Fed tightening

3)  EPS typically declines 20% during recessions

• Negative revisions started in June, on average run 12 months

o Valuations are fair: Earnings rather than multiples now drive equities

4)  SPX recovery watchlist: So far only one criteria (valuations) has been met

• Wage growth moderates, yield curve steepens (reflecting Fed cuts), M2-bank loans inflects upward 

(improved liquidity), EPS revisions turn positive, early cyclicals begin to outperform

5)  Once market troughs: Typical 6M SPX return is 25-30%

• Front-loaded given bearish sentiment & light positioning: Best sectors: INFT, COND, FINL, INDU

6)  Markets to remain choppy: Likely bottoming in Q1

• USD: Strongest since Reagan, headwind for SPX EPS

• China’s challenges: Real estate, Covid shutdowns, demographics – Set to keep underperforming

• Europe already in recession: Cheap is its only attraction

• Is UK post-growth? Policy ineptitude, Britain as the new Italy?

12M view: We expect SPX will be higher (and USD and 10Y yield will be lower)
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Earnings Recession: Just Starting to Get Priced In
Earnings model: Forecasts -8% EPS growth

Bottom-up consensus: Delusional

• 2022e: $222 (7% growth)

• 2023e: $239 (8% growth)

o History suggests $200 is more likely

Earnings revisions: Negative since June. 

Suggest we’re already in recession.

Source: TD Asset Management Inc., Wolfe, Bloomberg

Source: TD Asset Management Inc.; Bloomberg
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Have Valuations Bottomed? Earnings Rather Than Multiples to Drive SPX
Current PE (17.5x) close to 70Y mean (17.0x)

Source: Bloomberg

Current PE is close to the average trough 

valuation over the last five bear markets

T12M PE appears fair, but

• Negative EPS revisions just started

Source: Bloomberg
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Watchlist for Market Bottom: Likely Q1

Source: Bloomberg

1) Wages & services inflation

• Rollover convincingly, Fed exhales

2) Yield curve

• SPX normally troughs after curve steepens 100+ bps (reflecting Fed cuts)

3) M2-bank loans

• Turns upward, indicating more plentiful liquidity

4) EPS revisions

• Market usually bottoms 3M before revisions turn positive

5) Early cyclicals

• Begin to outperform, including INFT, COND, FINL, INDU

6) Ukraine war ends

• Although there are several risks, including a fracturing of European support

#3: M2 – Bank loans

Source: Bloomberg

#2: Yield Curve
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Reinventing Globalization: The Big Rewind

Global supply chains: Extremely efficient, but raise two national security issues

• Inherently vulnerable: Examples – Europe and natural gas, Taiwan and chips

• Dual use: Advanced tech products are used for both commercial and military purposes

A big three months: After a 30+-year hiatus, industrial policy is increasingly de rigueur

• Export controls (semiconductors), Chips & Science Act, Inflation Reduction Act (energy)

End of the peace dividend: The inter-war period (between cold wars) is over

• Increased domestic capex: Secular surge in semiconductors and energy

o U.S. economy: Becomes somewhat less "capital-lite"

• Higher wage growth: Reshoring of jobs, investment boom, skills shortage, demographics

o Globalization: Led to a 4x increase in the effective global labor force

The tangible ‘20s: More capex, labor and automation

• Headwind for multiples: We’re not returning to the low inflation, zero interest rate 2010s

Four challenges for FCF and margins: Particularly impacting tech and manufacturing

• More capex, higher wages, increased cost of capital, and greater government involvement

“Going forward, it will be increasingly difficult to separate economic issues from broader considerations 

of national interest, including national security.” Janet Yellen, U.S. Treasury Secretary, Apr 2022
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Rise and Fall of Globalization's Golden Age
World merchandise exports (% GDP)

China exports (% GDP)

2008: The Great Reconfiguration Begins

a) 2008: GFC (U.S. leadership questioned)

b) 2012: President Xi and Fortress China

• Self-reliance: Energy, food and tech

• China 2025, Common Prosperity

c) 2022: RUS invades UKR (Europe’s 9/11)

Source: Bloomberg, Our World in Data, Fouquin and Hugot (CEPII 2016)

Source: Bloomberg, Our World in Data, Fouquin and Hugot (CEPII 2016)

1980-2008: Hyper-globalization

a) Reagan/Bush/Clinton - Thatcher/Blair

b) China: Deng reforms (from 1980)

c) East Europe: USSR dissolution (1991)

"The broad, indiscriminate, anything goes 

globalization of the past forty years, its 

ship has sailed. China is a short."

— Rick Bookstaber, July 2022
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Kneecapping China: Export Controls on Dual-Use Technologies

Choking Off China’s Access to AI and Semiconductor Technologies: And There's More to Come

Oct 7, 2022: Restrict China’s access to advanced chips and supercomputers

• And limit its ability to manufacture cutting-edge semiconductors

Sept 1, 2022: Restrict exports of advanced computing chips for AI

• Presumption of denial: Licenses are required, unlikely to be granted

May 2019: Huawei added to “Entity List”

• Illegal for Americans to deal with Huawei without a license

June 2007: U.S. clarified its decades-long embargo on export of military items to China

"A superpower declared war on a great power and nobody noticed.”  

— Edward Luce, Financial Times (on the Oct 7 export control measures)

"The most important development in Sino-US relations since China joined the WTO in 

2001 … came into effect quietly on 7 October.” — George Magnus, Oxford University
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Restrictions on Semiconductor Sales: Also Pummels U.S. Companies
China: % share of U.S. semiconductor exports

China accounted for 40% of growth in 

U.S. chip exports from 2012-2021

U.S. semiconductor exports to China

• Down 25% yoy

• Hurts semiconductor equities

o 56% correlated with sales

China: % share of U.S. ATP exports

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

China accounted for 39% of growth in 

U.S. ATP exports from 2008-2020

Advanced Technology Products

• Includes biotech, chips, robotics, guided 

missiles, aerospace, nuclear reactors, …

Source: Bloomberg

Semiconductors: 56% correlated with sales

Source: U.S. Census Bureau
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CHIPs and Science Act: To Revitalize U.S. Semiconductor Manufacturing 

Source: CBO, JCT, CSIS, Bloomberg, GS

$280bn in spending over 10 years

$79bn in new spending

• $53bn: In subsidies (grants and loan guarantees)

• $24bn: 25% Advanced Manufacturing Tax Credit

$200bn for tech R&D

• Likely to prove the most impactful feature of CHIPs

Chips Act: New spending estimates USD bn)

“The technology war is much more 

important than the trade/economic war, 

because whoever wins the technology war 

probably wins the military war.”

— Ray Dalio, "Principles for Dealing with 

the Changing World Order"

“Semi-conductors may be to the twenty-

first century what oil was to the twentieth. If 

so, the history of semi-conductors will be 

the history of the twenty-first century." 

— Larry Summers, Jul 2022
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Inflation Reduction Act: More Accurately Called the Carbon Reduction Act

Source: BEA, Bloomberg, Rhodium, Empirical Research Partners

$400bn in spending over the next decade

• Promotes investments in clean energy: Through tax breaks and direct investments

• Crowding-in: Expect $2 of private investment for each $1 of government incentives

• Supportive: Solar, wind, EVs, low emission fuels, nuclear, residential clean energy

• Transformative: Battery storage, green hydrogen, CCUS

IRA to boost U.S. energy investment (USD bn) CBO scoring of initiatives 2022-2031 (USD bn)

Source: Bloomberg, CBO, Rhodium, Empirical Research Partners

"The US Inflation Reduction Act is industrial policy; it should really be called the Industrial Policy 

Act of 2022 or the Chinese Competition Act of 2022. And that's the same with the Chips Act. The 

balance between state and market, the pendulum is certainly swinging.“  — Daniel Yergin, 2022
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Nuclear Industry

CURRENT STATE

• About 440 operable nuclear reactors worldwide, providing 

roughly 10% of total electricity consumed globally

• Top eight countries account for more than 3/4 of total reactors

• Vast majority Generation II reactors. New builds are 

Generation III. Generation IV is emerging

• Small Modular Reactors could be either Generation III or IV

• About 55 new reactors are under construction today, with the 

majority in Asia
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Nuclear Resurgence?

Source: Bloomberg, IEA

DRIVERS

• Economic: Extremely high natural gas and 

electricity prices in Europe since the war in 

Ukraine. Nord Stream offline indefinitely

• Strategic: Independence from Russian oil and 

gas for Europe. Other countries are also 

considering the security of energy supply

• Environmental: Nuclear is carbon free and a 

good baseload that complements solar and wind. 

EV adoption also requires more electricity

PENDULUM HAS SWUNG IN FAVOR

• Germany: holding onto the last 3 reactors that 

were set to close in 2022

• Japan: accelerating the restart of 16 reactors by 

summer 2023

• United States: Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) 

providing tax credits for existing and new nuclear 

reactors

• Others: committing to or planning on more new 

nuclear plants

Other

Biofuel & Waste

Hydro

Nuclear

German Natural Gas and Electricity Prices, EUR/MWh

(12/31/2020-10/18/2022)
World Total Energy Supply by Source (1971-2019, in Exajoules):
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Investment Considerations

CAUTIOUSLY OPTIMISTIC

• Lengthy lead time from permitting and regulatory approvals

• Plant construction takes years

• Delays and cost overruns, while climbing the learnings curves

• Needs balance sheet and policy/regulatory supports

• Yet, impact could be limited as nuclear is often a part of total revenues

• For Shareholder Yield strategies, prefer gaining exposure through regulated utilities with constructive regulatory support 

for new nuclear projects

Source: Company reports and websites of companies listed in the table

Information is being provided for informational purposes only and does not represent a complete list of securities selected for clients.

Company Name Business Type % of Total Generation As of (Year) No. of Reactors Nuclear Capacity

Constellation Energy Merchant 65% 2021 23 21.0 GW

Duke Energy Regulated 35% 2021 11 10.7 GW

Entergy Regulated 30% 2021 5 5.4 GW

Dominion Energy Regulated 16%* 2021 5 4.0 GW

Dominion Energy Merchant 67%* 2021 2 2.0 GW

The Southern Company Regulated 16% 2021 6 6.0 GW

NextEra Energy – FPL Regulated 20% 2021 4 3.5 GW

NextEra Energy - NEER Merchant 8% 2021 2 2.4 GW

*Percentage of total capacity 58
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Thank You

RECENT PUBLICATIONS AND WHITE PAPERS – AVAILABLE ON WWW.EIPNY.COM

Greenflation: The Energy 

Transition Will Prove Inflationary
The transition to net-zero emissions (NZE) 

involves a fundamental change in the 

structure of the economy and will likely be 

messy. Further, inflation and nominal interest 

rates will probably be higher and more 

volatile. This has not yet been priced into 

markets.

Podcast – Actively Speaking
Our latest releases:

Sep. 14, 2022

The Resurgence of Nuclear Power Generation

Jun. 20, 2022

Antitrust: Can Biden Take on the Tech Barons?

This is Why We Can't Have Nice 

Things

Of late, people are blaming a variety of 

economic ills on an unlikely villain: the desire of 

investors to earn good returns on capital. But,

no industry can be expected to survive if it is 

not creating value for the investors in that 

industry. Earning good returns on capital is not 

an obstacle to satisfying consumer demands; 

it’s what enables companies to continue to 

satisfy those demands.

Reflation and the 3 Ds
Until recently, we had been living in a 

disinflationary environment that started in the 

1980s. We believe three factors –

Deglobalization, Demographics and 

Decarbonization – have led us to a secular 

reflationary environment. As a result, the next 

decade is going to look quite different than the 

2010s, with critical implications for investors.

QUESTIONS?

CONTACT US AT INFO@EIPNY.COM

http://www.eipny.com/

